Paper mache

PACE Action Sheet 74

Paper mache is about using waste paper to make useful and beautiful things. Collect old papers,
printers waste, cement sack – any old paper - and then have fun making papier mache products.
Children enjoy it too! You could make wonderful gifts, or sell what you make to earn money!
Teachers make teaching aids at no cost, pupils learn modeling, design skills, about recycling, waste
management, creativity.

What can you make with papier mache?
You can make whatever you like! The only limit is your imagination.
• Small tables Small chairs
• Office tidy
• Fruit bowls Biscuit bowls
• Pencil boxes
• Fruit platters
• Paper files Picture frames Toys
• Mats
• Wall signs
• Teaching aids - maps, letters,
• 2D and 3D shapes for maths,
numbers, science modelsbiology, geology, chemistry,
• Wall pictures.
health, design and technology.

Decorate your products with traditional designs. Overseas tourists visiting your area will be excited
and happy to pay money for your products! TOURIST products must be flat, strong and easy to
pack in a suitcase.
How do you make papier mache objects?
Papier mache is paper + glue, or simply mashed up paper and water. You apply this glue-y mixture
to a frame in the shape of your final product. The frame can be left inside the product, or it can be
removed at the end of making, like a mould. Finally, leave it to dry before decorating it with paint
and varnish.
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What can you use as the glue?
Paper mache often works better with no glue, but you may try Flour and water. To make a flour and water glue follow these instructions:
• Boil 5 cups of water in a saucepan.
• In a bowl, mix 1⁄4 cup of sieved flour with a cup of cold water. Mix to a smooth consistency.
When completely free of lumps, add the mixture to the water in the saucepan. Gently boil,
stirring constantly for two or three minutes until the mixture thickens.
• Allow to cool before using.
This will make a runny glue. If you prefer a very thick glue (or if you are in a hurry for it to dry) use
this recipe for thick flour and water glue instead. Use 1 whole cup of flour to three cups of water.
Make using the same method as above.
Wallpaper paste. Make up a bowl according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Use a little less
water than recommended if preferred. Keep in an airtight container. It will keep for several days in a
fridge or a cool place. Wallpaper paste has the advantage of containing a fungicide to prevent
mould. Note: It is not a good idea to let children use wallpaper paste in case they put their fingers in
their mouths.
White (PVA) glue. Slightly water down the glue in a bowl and use straight away.
What can you use as a frame?
All kinds of throw away materials can be used as frames:
Cardboard boxes - Sides can be cut out to make flat panels. To add features such as handles or
decoration, stick pieces of cardboard onto the model with tape or glue.
Packaging – Polystyrene chunks can be cut into the right shape, then glued or taped together.
Wire netting - This can be cut and bent into all sorts of shapes and then covered with papier mache.
Watch the sharp edges!
Bamboo canes - These can be cut to length and used to hold a sculpture rigid.
Old pieces of furniture – These can be given new life with papier mache!
What can you use as a mould?
To make paper bowls and plates, use plastic or ceramic bowls and plates as a mould. These will
need to have a release agent applied first to stop the papier mache sticking to them. Use cooking oil,
washing up liquid, or a layer of wet paper with no glue, then when the papier mache is dry, you can
pull it away from the mould.
How do you apply the papier mache?
There are two ways to apply papier mache to your frame or mould. Whichever you are going to use,
the first step is to tear the newspaper into strips about an inch wide by 4 inches long. Tear the paper
with the grain.
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Layering
• Use a paintbrush to cover your strips of paper with glue on both sides with a paintbrush.
• Place your strips one at a time over the frame or mould, and smooth down to remove air
bubbles. Cover with two to three layers at a time and then allow to dry. Don’t put too many on at
once or it willl take too long to dry.
• When it is completely dry, you can gradually build up as many layers as you require until you
have the required thickness.
Cover the whole object in papier mache.
• When your last layer is completely dry, paint over with two coats of paint to seal it and kill the
newsprint before decorating and varnishing.
Pulping and sculpting
In this method, you make a clay-like mixture of paper and glue, and use it to sculpt your object.
To make a pulp, soak some torn up newspaper in water overnight. Drain, and then boil in some
clean water for about 30 minutes, until the fibres start to break up. Sieve the pulp and throw away
the water. Beat or whisk the pulp to break up the fibres. Mix the glue into the pulp until it forms a
clay-like consistency.

Teaching aids made from paper mache. Image, UNAFAS.
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More information
www.papiermache.co.uk has a recipe for hard papier mache, which could be useful for making furniture.
Watch a short video demonstrating exactly how to make paper mache
(video created by www.siren.org and www.unafas.org)

https://youtu.be/pBFHUTyUG3c
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